ATOMS and MOLECULES		NAME________________________________________
Biology					DATE_____________________________PER_________

PART ONE:    Atomic Structure	
Using colored dots (markers) to represent protons, neutrons, and electrons, complete the following atomic models.	  
Remember:
	The 1st orbital is full with TWO electrons and the 2nd and 3rd orbitals are full with EIGHT electrons each.  

The orbitals fill up in order from the inside to the outside of the atom
	Electrons should be placed as far away from each other as possible.
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If atoms form bonds to complete their outer orbitals AND if each electron shared, given away, or taken, represents a bond, how many bonds do each of the following tend to form?

H______     O______     C_______      N______     P______     Na______     Cl_____




PART II:   Using the molecular model kits, build the following molecules and then draw their molecular structure using letters for the atoms and lines for the bonds.

H2O	(water)					CO2   (carbon dioxide)












O2  (oxygen gas)					C6H12O6   (glucose)










NaCl  (sodium chloride)				C2H5OH  (Ethyl Alcohol)











CH3CHOHCOOH   (lactic acid)






Which of the above compounds is likely to be ionic and why?

NaCl
Sodium only has 1 electron in its outer energy level.  Chlorine has 7 electrons in its outer energy level – so it really easily takes one more to be full.  So Chlorine takes sodium’s electron and becomes negatively charged and sodium is positively charged so they are held together because one is negative (ion) and the other is positive (Ion).

PART III:  Put the molecules you built in the correct places in the following equations:

Photosynthesis:             6H2O +   6CO2       -------->  C6H12O6       +  6O2
			Water  +   carbon dioxide -------->     glucose  +    oxygen gas
Cellular Respiration:       C6H12O6      +  6O2             -------->       6H2O     +   6CO2 
			glucose  +    oxygen gas   --------> Water  +   carbon dioxide

